Introduction {#Sec21}
============

Ever since the successful recording of 10 Hz brain oscillations over the intact scalp of human subjects by Berger in [@CR6], the study of brain oscillations in the electroencephalogram (EEG) has become an increasingly important focus of interest in studying brain-behavior relationships. Brain oscillations are the result of the continue waxing and waning of electric field potentials generated simultaneously in a large number of vertically oriented apical dendrites of pyramidal nerve cells in the cerebral cortex (Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva [@CR38]). In spite of having a cortical read-out brain oscillations come about by direct or indirect interactions with other local and distal structures subsequently forming complex networks.

Brain oscillations {#Sec1}
==================

Evolutionary views on human brain development and complexity suggest that the brain is comprised of several phylogenetically distinct networks (MacLean [@CR30]). Notably, each network has its own natural frequency by which the network operates. Furthermore, it has been proposed that more complex networks operate using higher frequency ranges. In line, slow wave activity corresponding to delta (1--3 Hz) and theta (4--7 Hz) frequency range stems from the 'evolutionary older' subcortical structures (including the brainstem and septo-hippocampal complex). In agreement with this view, electric stimulation of the brain-stem ascending reticular activating system (ARAS) elicits 1--4 Hz (delta) cortical responses (Guyton [@CR16]; but see Knyazev [@CR22]), while electric stimulation of limbic areas evoke distinct 7 Hz (theta) activity (Gray [@CR15]). Fast wave activity in the alpha (8--12 Hz) and beta (13--30 Hz) frequency range, on the other hand, is suggested to find its origin in thalamo-cortical and cortico-cortical circuits respectively (Knyazev and Slobodskaya [@CR25]; Knyazev et al. [@CR27]; Robinson [@CR43], [@CR44], [@CR45], [@CR46]). In line with this view, Michel et al. ([@CR32]) used 3-dimensional dipole modeling to show that the source of delta oscillations was deepest and most anterior, theta oscillations more posterior and less deep, alpha oscillations most posterior and highest on the vertical dimension. Thus, dominant rhythms shift from low frequency to higher frequency with increasing complexity of the brain, yet lower frequencies are suggested to be preserved and arguably reflect neural systems that are evolutionary more ancient. Although mostly speculative of nature, this conceptual framework may be helpful in the interpretation of findings on cross-frequency coupling and to guide further research.

The functional relevance of brain oscillations and their accompanying frequency underwent a thorough change in course of time from admitting that they are useful only for making inferences about global states of sleep and wakefulness (e.g., Duffy [@CR14]; Thayer [@CR56]) to acknowledging that oscillations may play a special role in large scale synchronization of brain functions (Buzsaki and Draguhn [@CR7]; Salinas and Sejnowski [@CR47]; Singer [@CR54]). Considerable evidence links different frequency brain oscillations with a range of cognitive processes, emotional states, and behaviors (Basar [@CR4]; Cantero and Atienza [@CR9]; Klimesch [@CR20]; Knyazev [@CR21]; Nunez [@CR39]; Varela et al. [@CR60]).

Indices of cross-frequency coupling {#Sec2}
===================================

Importantly, studying these brain-behavior relationships is usually limited to examining oscillations in a pre-specified band, whereas brain functions are believed to be realized by simultaneous oscillations in various frequency bands (Basar [@CR5]). Additionally, studying interactions and relations between the different frequency bandwidths provides a logical next step in unraveling the workings of the human brain and its functions.

Indeed, more recent studies report on statistical relations among activities in different frequency bands. These studies may be roughly divided into several categories. Firstly, a range of methods have been suggested to measure phase coordination between different frequencies. To explore phase coupling between different frequencies, higher order statistics are commonly used. The calculation of bicoherence is an extension of second order statistics used in determining signal properties in the time and frequency domains, in the form of Fourier transform (Schack et al. [@CR48]). This measure mixes phase and amplitude relations between signals or the phase-amplitude relationship between different frequencies. In order to study a pure phase--phase relationship, that is phase synchronizations, across frequencies, a method to estimate time varying quadratic phase coupling of electrophysiological signals, the bi-phase locking value was introduced (Darvas et al. [@CR11]). Another method is termed "n:m" phase synchronization, and involves the synchrony between phase values at one frequency band and phase values at an integer multiple of another frequency band (Tass et al. [@CR55]; Palva et al. [@CR41]; Schack and Weiss [@CR49]). This method is useful for examining amplitude-independent phase-locking, but is limited to coupling among integer-multiple frequency bands (e.g., 10, 20, 40 Hz). In general, cross-frequency phase coordination in the human brain suggests nonlinear interactions, and it is speculated that such interactions play a crucial role in the coordination of complex cortical computations (Darvas et al. [@CR11]). Another type of cross-frequency coupling is called phase-amplitude coupling and refers to the synchronization of oscillation power fluctuations with the phase of a slower oscillation (Jensen and Colgin [@CR18]). For example, in the entorhinal and prefrontal cortices, the amplitude of gamma oscillations increases during specific phases of theta (Chrobak and Buzsaki [@CR10]; Canolty et al. [@CR8]; Demiralp et al. [@CR13]), amplitude modulation of occipital high-frequency oscillations in the gamma range may be phase locked to a slow-frequency oscillation in the delta frequency range (Handel and Haarmeier [@CR17]). Both phase-phase and phase-amplitude cross-frequency coupling have been shown to relate to specific cortical areas and specific stages of information processing and have received much attention in recent works. Although another type of cross-frequency relationship called amplitude-amplitude coupling has received less attention, this review will provide evidence that the amplitude-amplitude coupling may reflect some global properties of the brain oscillatory systems, which might be relevant to the description of stable individual differences, or emotional and motivational states.

Amplitude-amplitude associations between different frequency EEG bands could be studied both in the within- (i.e., across a number of states within each individual) and between- (i.e., across a sample of subjects) subject domain. Given the large number of EEG variables (i.e., a multitude of cortical sites and frequency bands), these associations have been frequently analyzed by means of multivariate techniques, such as factor analysis, or principal component analysis. These techniques are used as a means for reducing the amount of correlated data, with no a priori predictions as to the relationship between different frequency bands. As a result, cross-frequency associations were frequently mixed with spatial associations. For instance, a study with 85 healthy adolescents by Volkow et al. ([@CR63]) revealed three factors that accounted for most of the variability in the data: (1) low versus high frequency, (2) beta frequency, and (3) frontal versus posterior factor.

Interrelations with motivation, emotion and personality {#Sec3}
=======================================================

In his pioneering work Robinson ([@CR43], [@CR44], [@CR45], [@CR46]) used factor analysis to test predictions of his arousability theory. The theory posits that the thalamo-cortical system exerts a generally inhibitory effect on the brainstem system and, hence, amplitudes of alpha and delta waves should be inversely related to each other (Robinson [@CR44]). The strength of this negative relationship reflects general cortical arousability and is associated with personality characteristics (Robinson [@CR46]). Although some assumptions of this theory are speculative and do not seem to be supported by more recent findings, Robinson has been able to confirm its main predictions empirically. He performed factor analysis of filtered in alpha, theta, and delta bands auditory evoked potentials registered in a relatively large sample of aged subjects. Considering the unrotated factor solution, Robinson showed that overwhelming part of the variance could be explained by the first component showing high positive loadings from all three bands. The second component provided an opportunity to observe negative relations between variables. Here, as predicted, negative covariance between delta and alpha bands emerged. The behavioral relevance of this inverse relationship between alpha and delta waves to personality was confirmed by the discovery of its lower magnitude in individuals with high scores on extraversion and neuroticism (Robinson [@CR46]).

Knyazev et al. ([@CR26], [@CR27]) repeated this analysis for recorded in resting condition spontaneous EEG and obtained similar results. It appeared that, as compared to adults, children had significantly lower scores on the factor measuring negative relationship between alpha and delta powers. These factor scores were positively related to psychometric measures of neuroticism, behavioral inhibition, and emotional symptoms and were inversely related to measures of extraversion, behavioral activation, and conduct problems. This measure showed trait-like properties being uniformly higher in high trait anxiety subjects independently of experimental manipulations (Knyazev et al. [@CR24]). A within-subject measure of delta-alpha anticorrelation was explored by Knyazev and Slobodskaya ([@CR25]) and Knyazev et al. ([@CR27]). This measure was positively related to relative alpha power, inversely to relative delta and theta power. In addition, the within-subject measure showed a moderate positive relation to the respective between-subject measure and with psychometric measures of behavioral inhibition. Such a pattern of correlations implies that the within- and the between-subject estimates measure a comparable construct that may underlie a mechanism involving the increase of alpha oscillations and the inhibition of delta and theta oscillations (Knyazev et al. [@CR27]). Noteworthy, most of these associations were not significant in children and could be ascribed to immaturity of this hypothetical mechanism. Apart from these factor-analytic studies, a large body of evidence coming from different experimental manipulations and observations in psychopathological and juvenile populations confirms a general tendency for alpha and slower (delta and theta) frequencies to be inversely related to each other, with a prevalence of slow frequencies in some pathological conditions and early developmental stages being associated with impulsivity and disinhibition (for a review see Knyazev [@CR21]). For example, delta oscillations have been associated with the approach-related behavior and reward sensitivity (Knyazev et al. [@CR26]; Schutter and van Honk [@CR52]). Interestingly, the steroid hormone testosterone has been associated with approach-related motivational tendencies, reward sensitivity and aggression (van Honk et al. [@CR57]). Testosterone is the end-product of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG-) axis and its target regions include widely distributed steroid networks in the limbic system (Wood [@CR102]) that modulate core motivational and emotional drives. In a previous placebo-controlled study van Honk et al. ([@CR57]) showed that a single administration of testosterone reduced punishment sensitivity and increased reward dependency as subjects made more disadvantageous, risky decisions in the Iowa gambling task. In an additional resting state EEG study significant increases in frontal delta oscillations were observed after a single administration of testosterone (Schutter and van Honk [@CR52]). All these data fit the proposal that delta oscillations might be somehow related to the activity of motivational brain circuits (Knyazev [@CR21]). In addition to the significant increase in delta oscillations after testosterone administration, Schutter and van Honk ([@CR52]) also found a reduction of coupling between frontal delta and beta oscillations. This finding initiated a series of studies investigating the delta-beta coupling in different groups of subjects and in different conditions. An association study yielded comparable results as males who were high in baseline salivary testosterone exhibited significantly reduced frontal delta-beta coupling compared to those low in testosterone (Miskovic and Schmidt [@CR37]). More recently, a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study showed that exogenous elevations of testosterone levels comparable to the previous studies reduce functional cross-talk between the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex during passive face viewing (van Wingen et al. [@CR59]). In contrast, the stress-related hormone cortisol is a steroid endocrine marker of behavioral inhibition and anxiety (Kalin et al. [@CR101]). Schutter and van Honk ([@CR53]) demonstrated that higher levels of cortisol were associated with increased frontal delta-beta coupling in healthy subjects. Furthermore, a single administration of cortisol in healthy volunteers was found to significantly increase the coupling between delta and beta oscillations (van Peer et al. [@CR58]), providing support for the modulatory effects of steroid hormones on cross-frequency coupling, as well as the proposed mutually inhibitory function between cortisol and testosterone (Viau [@CR62]).

This series of steroid hormone-EEG studies provide evidence that the magnitude of the correlation between powers of slow and fast waves can be manipulated by factors that are associated with the subject's physiological and subsequent mental state. Indeed, a statistical significant relationship, rho(51) = −0.33: *p* = 0.02, has been observed between reduced individual delta-beta coupling based on the cross-frequency correlation computed from a 4 min baseline recording and increased scores on the Buss-Perry physical aggression scale (Schutter [@CR50]). Moreover, Knyazev et al. ([@CR23]) showed that relative to baseline the delta-beta coupling increased when subjects were expecting bad news but did not change when they expected good news. This increase was more pronounced in participants with higher levels of trait anxiety. Miskovic et al. [@CR33] showed that a high socially anxious group from normative population showed significantly greater delta-beta coupling than a low socially anxious group while anticipating public speaking. A number of studies analyzed the delta-beta coupling in groups with anxiety-related pathological conditions. A study by Miskovic et al. ([@CR36]) provides evidence that individuals diagnosed with social anxiety disorder (generalized subtype) exhibit high levels of EEG delta-beta coupling during the anticipation of a self-presentation task, whereas cognitive behavioural therapy significantly reduces the anticipatory delta-beta coupling. Moreover, higher frontal delta-beta coupling was registered in children of parents with social phobia as compared to children of healthy parents (Miskovic et al. [@CR34]). In addition to replicating their earlier findings Miskovic et al. ([@CR35]) showed that successful psychotherapy in social phobic patients was associated with decreases in delta-beta coupling paralleled by reductions in anxiety symptoms at rest and during speech anticipation. In this study twenty-five subjects diagnosed with social anxiety disorder underwent 12 weekly sessions of standardized group cognitive behavioral therapy. While increased delta-beta coupling was observed in the clinical group during the pretreatment phase as compared to control participants with low social anxiety, reductions in symptom severity as well as normalization of the delta-beta coupling were observed during the treatment and post-treatment phase of the study. Finally, Velikova et al. ([@CR61]), on the other hand, have found lower delta-beta coupling in patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder than in age- and sex-matched controls. According to the authors, obsessive-compulsive disorder is related not only to higher activity levels in frontal cortical networks, but also to a fronto-subcortical functional disconnection. In Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} a summary of the studies and their main findings can be found.Table 1Overview studiesStudyPopulationCross-frequency couplingMain findingRobinson ([@CR46])HealthyDelta-alphaLower coupling in individuals scoring high on extraversion and neuroticismKnyazev and Slobodskaya ([@CR25])HealthyDelta-alphaHigher coupling associated with increased behavioral inhibitionKnyazev et al. ([@CR26])HealthyDelta-alphaLower coupling associated with increased Extraversion and behavioural activation (BAS)Schutter and van Honk ([@CR52])HealthyDelta-betaReduced coupling after testosterone administrationSchutter and van Honk ([@CR53])HealthyDelta-betaHigher basal cortisol levels associated with increased couplingKnyazev et al. ([@CR23])HealthyDelta-betaIncreased coupling under situations of uncertaintyKnyazev et al. ([@CR24])HealthyDelta-betaIncreased coupling during state anxietyKnyazev and Slobodskoj-Plusnin ([@CR28])HealthyTheta-gammaIncreased coupling under situation of reward in high BAS subjectsvan Peer et al. ([@CR58])HealthyDelta-betaIncreased coupling after cortisol administrationMiskovic and Schmidt ([@CR37])HealthyDelta-betaHigher basal testosterone levels associated with reduced couplingMiskovic et al. ([@CR36], [@CR35]PatientsDelta-betaReduced coupling following successful behavioral therapy of social anxietyMiskovic et al. [@CR34]PatientsDelta-betaIncreased coupling in children of parents with social phobiaMiskovic et al. [@CR33]PatientsDelta-betaIncreased coupling during speech anticipation in patients with social anxiety disorderVelikova et al. ([@CR61])PatientsDelta-betaReduced coupling in patients with obsessive compulsive disorderKnyazev ([@CR22])HealthyDelta-betaIncreased coupling during state anxietyPutman ([@CR42])HealthyDelta-betaHigher coupling associated with attentional bias towards threatSchutter ([@CR50])HealthyDelta-betaLower coupling associated with higher physical aggression scores

In sum, evidence from several lines of fundamental and clinical neuroscientific research demonstrates that cross-frequency EEG relations are associated with various aspects of human behavior, providing a possible indirect electrophysiological correlate for cortico-subcortical interactions (Knyazev [@CR21]; Robinson [@CR43]; Schutter et al. [@CR51]).

Discussion and future directions {#Sec4}
================================

Empirical studies have demonstrated that delta-alpha and delta-beta frequency coupling in the human EEG are associated with phenomenology, behavior, and hormones. Despite the available evidence, the cross-frequency coupling approach in its present form has several conceptual and methodological issues that will be discussed in more detail below.

The frequency information buried within the EEG signal reveals an important physiological property by which the brain operates as rhythmic oscillations constitute an important organizing principle of neural functions. Extracting the different frequency components from the signal provides a means to establish an association between brain states and function. Traditionally, high frequency low amplitude (e.g., beta) oscillations are associated with a highly active cerebral cortex (e.g., awake and alert), whereas slow frequency high amplitude (e.g., delta) oscillations are linked to low aroused and relative inactive cortical state (e.g., deep sleep). Additionally, alpha oscillations have been interpreted as being inversely related to cortical activity. One line of evidence comes from the observation of alpha waves in the EEG signal over the occipital cortex when subjects have their eyes closed and no visual information is being processed by the visual system (Berger [@CR6]). There is evidence to suggest that the alpha oscillations find its origins in thalamo-cortical loops. Beta oscillations and even higher frequencies are proposed to have a cortico-cortical basis indexing local information processing and have been associated with active inhibition processes that are possibly mediated by GABA-ergic interneurons (Jensen et al. [@CR19]). Theta-oscillations have been associated with the subcortical septo-hippocampal region and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and are connected to memory, anxiety and punishment learning (Gray [@CR15]). Finally, delta oscillations have been linked to the locus coeruleus and the brain stem ascending reticular activating system (Leung and Yim [@CR29]; Robinson [@CR44]). On the behavioral level delta waves have been associated with approach-related action and reward (Knyazev [@CR21]). Neuroimaging studies in humans have demonstrated an anatomical correspondence between the putative location of delta wave generation and the projections of the mesencephalic dopamine system to the cerebral cortex. Indeed, studies using dipole modeling place the site of cortical delta wave generation in anterior medial frontal cortex (Michel et al. [@CR32]; Michel et al. [@CR31]). Studies correlating positron emission tomography (PET) and EEG also indicate a positive correlation between waking delta and PET metabolism in the medial frontal cortex (Alper et al. [@CR3], [@CR1], [@CR2]). More recently, Wacker et al. ([@CR64]) have shown that delta activity in the rostral anterior cingulate cortex inversely correlates with the nucleus accumbens responses to reward and is associated with higher anhedonia scores. Importantly, all these data show that delta activity increases in states associated with a need for some reinforcement and decreases when this reinforcement is obtained. It should furthermore be noted that these frequencies are all present in the awake EEG of human subjects. Moreover, delta and theta oscillations originate in the subcortical motivational circuits, while the generation of alpha and beta oscillations are suggested to be more closely related to cortical structures that are responsible for higher order mental functions including cognitive regulation. However, the precise functional meaning of the different frequency bands remains to be determined. It should be emphasized that although we review works studying the delta-alpha and the delta-beta interactions together under the concept of cross-frequency coupling, they probably reflect quite different phenomena. Moreover, the measures that were used in these two kinds of studies are also different. Part of the answer to the previous question may come from studies that will establish the neural generators of these oscillations and how the coupling between the different frequency bands comes about. In most of earlier studies, spectral power measures were averaged across electrode locations and inferences about the localization of the effect could not be made. Some studies, however, suggest that this effect might relate to the prefrontal cortex (Schutter et al. [@CR51]; Miskovic and Schmidt [@CR37]; van Wingen et al. [@CR59]). Velikova et al. ([@CR61]) used source localization technique to reveal possible subcortical localization of the observed effects. Whereas beta oscillations were primarily found in the cerebral cortex, delta oscillations appear to originate from the insular cortex, a structure that is directly connected to the subcortical structures including the brain stem. However, without the proper methods to determine the neural sources responsible it is impossible to draw any definite conclusion concerning the origin of these brain rhythms. More studies with a more meticulous analysis of precise localization of the cross-frequency coupling are needed. Because, due to volume conduction, the EEG signal does not give precise localization of observed effects, more sophisticated analysis methods, such as independent component analysis and interleaving functional neuroimaging with EEG recordings, may prove useful in this effort.

The majority of studies show that the delta-beta coupling is increased during anxiogenic situations, after administration of potentially anxiogenic drugs, and in groups with presumably higher anxiety levels (but see Velikova et al. [@CR61]). The question arises whether this effect is limited to anxiety or can be observed in other motivationally relevant states as well. In other words, what is the specificity of the cross-frequency coupling? To our knowledge, there are only two studies currently available that suggest that the cross-frequency coupling extends to other psychological states as well. In the first study evidence was found that in reward sensitive subjects the theta-gamma (30--40 Hz) coupling increases in situations that presumably elicit positive emotional arousal (Knyazev and Slobodskoj-Plusnin [@CR28]). The second study refers to the finding that physical aggression is linked to reductions in delta-beta coupling (Schutter [@CR50]).

A possible reason that relations with alpha oscillations are not always observed may be due to the fact that the cross-frequency relations are sometimes studied during relative active states and under these conditions alpha wave activity as a rule is desynchronized. Moreover, in resting state conditions where alpha waves are present in the signal, activity recorded from the anterior scalp sites from which the cross-frequency coupling is often recorded could be potentially confounded by activity that originates from the posterior sites due to volume conduction of the scalp. As a result interrelations involving alpha oscillations over the frontal regions could thus be masked by alpha oscillations which have a different origin. It should also be noted that using extracranial EEG recordings the frequency range of activity that can be measured from the surface is limited and therefore not suitable to study brain signals in very fast frequencies (e.g., \>100 Hz).

Additionally, the cross-frequency coupling does not need to behave in a linear fashion per se. There is ample evidence from EEG research showing the importance of studying non-linear relations between electric brain signals in understanding function and behaviour (Darvas et al. [@CR11]). For example, Darvas et al. ([@CR11]) showed that interactions between distal brain regions can be understood in terms of quadratic relationships between different frequency bandwidths.

The reported cross-frequency couplings are based on correlational computations and consequently do not provide information on the direction of information flow. It remains therefore unclear whether slow or fast waves drive the coupling and under what circumstances. There is some evidence that delta waves are capable of influencing the delta-beta coupling. For example, the observed increases in delta oscillations paralleled by a reduction in the coupling between delta and beta oscillations after a single administration of testosterone suggest a modulation of the cross-frequency coupling driven by a change in delta wave activity (Schutter and van Honk [@CR52]). In another study evidence was provided that the delta-beta coupling may be more sensitive to variations in delta activity than to beta activity (Schutter et al. [@CR51]). Additionally, Knyazev et al. ([@CR23]) found that delta activity measured before induction of an anxious state predicted beta activity after the induction, but not vice versa. Importantly, neither the strength nor the sign of the coupling provides information whether the interaction reflects a bottom-up or top-down process that is either inhibitory or excitatory. It has been proposed that anti-correlations may reflect a top-down inhibitory process, but due to the limitations of the linear approach the anti-correlation may also reflect a bottom-up excitatory process. Incorporating additional phase information or introducing phase lags in computing the correlations as an index of the cross-frequency coupling may be helpful in unraveling directional information of the coupling.

Except for one published study by Knyazev and Slobodskaya ([@CR25]) all studies reporting on the cross-frequency coupling in the existing literature are based on a sample based (between-subjects) approach and extrapolated to the individual (within-subject) domain (cf. Ochsner et al. [@CR40]). This extrapolation raises the issue of construct validity as to whether or not the sample-based approach (between-subjects) can be used to index the individual (within-subject) level. Knyazev et al. ([@CR27]) found good agreement between the individual (within-subject) and sample-based (between-subjects) measures of delta-alpha anti-correlation. Moreover, in line with the sample-based approach an association between lower individual (within-subject) delta-beta coupling and increases in physical aggression has recently been observed (Schutter [@CR50]). In spite of these promising findings, future studies are needed to establish the relation between individual (within-subject) cross-frequency coupling and behaviour, as well as research that examine the correspondence between the sample-based (between-subjects) and individual-based (within-subject) approach in more detail.

Finally, the frequency correspondence between the discussed amplitude-amplitude coupling and the well documented phase-amplitude coupling may be more than just a coincidence. In fact, the same mechanism may underlie both effects. Furthermore, phase-phase cross frequency relations may also provide another way of studying the electrophysiological properties underlying brain function and behaviour (Darvas et al. [@CR11]). The simultaneous investigation of these different approaches in the same subjects under comparable conditions may bring forth exciting new insights into the operational dynamics of the human brain.

A recent study by Knyazev ([@CR22]) attempted to clarify some of these questions. In this study, independent component analysis and source localization techniques were used to identify temporally correlated spatial patterns that most reliably show the phenomenon of between-subject delta-beta correlation. Results of this analysis show that in an anxiogenic situation, the delta-beta correlation increases in a network of cortical areas which includes the orbitofrontal and the ACC as its main nodes. The increase of the correlation is accompanied by an increase of delta power and connectivity in the same cortical regions. Analysis of the within-subject delta-beta amplitude-to-amplitude and phase-to-amplitude coupling showed that in an anxiogenic situation, in subjects with higher scores on state anxiety the couplings also tend to increase in the same set of cortical areas. This pattern of results suggests that the increase of delta power in medial frontal and orbitofrontal cortices during an anxiogenic situation in high state anxiety subjects, might be the driving force behind the (between-subject) cross-frequency coupling and that this coupling is closely related to the within-subject cross-frequency amplitude-amplitude and phase-amplitude coupling.

Conclusion {#Sec5}
==========

The introduction of the EEG by Berger in [@CR6] hallmarked an important step forward in studying brain-behavior relationships. Research has shown that brain functions are realized by simultaneous oscillations in various frequency bands (Basar [@CR5]). In addition to examining oscillations in pre-specified bands, interactions and relations between the different frequency bandwidths is another important aspect that needs to be considered in unraveling the workings of the human brain and its functions. The aim of the present overview was to show that the concept of cross-frequency relations may be a useful and valuable approach to study the neural processes associated with motivation and emotion. The first series of studies have provided evidence that the cross-frequency coupling between slow and fast wave oscillations is sensitive to steroid hormones and associated with varying motivational states in which normal and pathological forms of anxiety have received most attention. Recent data showing that changes in the cross-frequency coupling can be observed following successful psychotherapy is notable (Miskovic et al. [@CR35]). Further research designed to extend these findings to other (pathological) conditions and to explore the specificity and sensitivity of the cross-frequency coupling in the healthy and clinical population is necessary. In spite of the remaining issues surrounding the cross-frequency approach, studying interrelations between different brain wave oscillations may yield important new insights into the organization and dynamics of human brain functions.
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